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No to “No-BILLAG!

For a Strong Public Service Broadcasting in Switzerland – No to “No-BILLAG! I would like to express
my solidarity with all workers and their unions who are campaigning for the sustainability of quality public
service media in Switzerland. I join colleagues and activists in your demands for the preservation of strong
and independent public service broadcasting. Switzerland is preparing to vote on the initiative “No-Billag”
which, if it passes, will lead to the removal of the licence fee that is the cornerstone of the funding of
public service broadcasting.
The initiative also prohibits any state subsidies to public service broadcasting. Without a licence fee or
state subsidies to fund their activities, 60 public TV and radio channels are facing a threat of closure. Local
media and minority-language services could in essence be eradicated. Such hits to the public service
broadcasting sector will have a substantial impact on the quality of journalism and the functioning of
democracy in Switzerland. Switzerland will be more reliant on foreign media as well as on media that is not
truly independent but guided by the market forces. The initiative will have a substantial impact on the jobs
in the sector, directly leading to the loss of 7’000 jobs. When taking into account jobs indirectly linked to
the sector, the estimated reduction of jobs could be as high as 13’000 jobs. These jobs represent the
cultural know-how of the Swiss nation
I support the Swiss trade unions in their demand that the “No-Billag” initiative be rejected, to ensure that
Switzerland continues to have a strong public service broadcasting sector and stand with you to preserve
the quality and independence of public service media.
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prohibited and may be unlawful. Please note that emails to, from and within RTÉ may be subject to the
Freedom of Information Act 2014 and may be liable to disclosure. Tá an t-eolas sa ríomhphost seo faoi rún
agus d'fhéadfadh sé a bheith faoi phribhléid dhlíthiúil. Is ar an seolaí amháin atá sé dírithe. Níl cead ag aon
duine eile rochtain a fháil ar an ríomhphost seo. Mura tú an faighteoir beartaithe, tá cosc ar aon nochtadh,
cóipéail, dáileadh, nó aon ghníomh a dhéanamh nó a fhágáil ar lár i dtaca leis an ríomhphost agus
d'fhéadfadh sin a bheith mídhleathach. Tabhair ar aird le do thoil, d'fhéadfadh ríomhphost chuig, ó agus
laistigh de RTÉ a bheith faoi réir an Achta um Shaoráil Faisnéise 2014, agus d'fhéadfadh go ndéanfaí é a
nochtadh.
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